Annexure-1

Technical Specification for Assembly of PCF internals

Specification
Assembly of PCF internals
Scope of work
1) Cleaning the internal surface of PCF chamber of volume ~16 m3 by vacuum
cleaner and ethyl alcohol to make it vacuum compatible.
3) Assembly of one additional heater on dump plate and one on floor of bottom
trolley (each heater length is ~23m).
4) Careful lifting and assembly of approximately ~50 number of graphite
components of different sizes to make the graphite structure for recirculation of
liquid metal (Assembly drawings will be provided).
4) All the gaps in furnace through which heat might be lost should be covered by
making heat shield packs of required sizes (raw materials will be provided).
5) Lifting and Inserting the bottom trolley and top trolley along with graphite
structure, heat shields and heating elements inside PCF vacuum chamber.
6) Lifting and Inserting the copper crucible along with metal target (total weight
~500kg) safely inside PCF vacuum chamber.
7) Connecting all the cooling water lines such as crucible, front and back water
pads, anode and dump plate using conflate flanges and copper gaskets and
making it leak tight to the order of ~10-9 mbar-litre/sec.
8) Closing of PCF chamber after connecting the extension chamber to PCF
chamber using two SS bellows of approximate size~1200mm×1000mm×500mm

NOTE: As it is a labor job to be executed on site inside BARC, the vendor should
have PVC for its workers.

Quantity
1 No.

General Specifications
1.0 Free issue materials :- No free issue materials
2.0 Quality surveillance, inspection and inspection report
2.1 All work covered by the specification shall be subject to quality surveillance by the purchaser
or his authorized representative for which purpose the fabricator shall allow access at all
reasonable time during manufacture to
2.1.1 The premises in which the work is being carried out.
2.1.2 The drawing and/or tooling involved.
2.1.3 Gauge instruments, etc. required for inspecting the work.
2.2 Inspection and tests shall be carried out by the fabricator as per the requirements detailed in
the drawings and these specifications.
2.3 Components found unsatisfactory as to workmanship or material shall be removed by
fabricator and replaced by components, which are satisfactory.
3.0 Delivery
The bidder shall deliver the finished components after approval by our engineer within 120
days from the date the firm purchase order is issued to bidder.
4.0 Subcontract
4.1 The fabricator shall not sub-contract any or all the work without written consent from the
purchaser, The Fabricator shall be responsible to the purchaser for all work of the sub-contractor
of the fabricator, if allowed by the purchaser.
5.0 Tax
5.1 H form will be issued if necessary.
Income Tax @ 2% will be deducted from your bill for an amount > Rs. 20,000/.
Guarantee certificate/warranty certificate may be forwarded along with the bills.
Payment: Payment shall be made only on satisfactory completion of work and on production of
bill, advance stamped receipt and guarantee / warranty certificate.

